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Many thanks, Libor!
Màrius

FROM CATALONIA
Dear Hiro.
Here attached, I´m sending formal letter to request Màrius Mollà could
be delegat in France R1, so I´ll know and learn the functions a Jury
must to develope, because I haven´t any experience, and he will be my
subsitute on Sunday too, because I won´t be there.
Moreover, I would like to let you know all the things are happening in
Catalonia, because I feel we are suffering, up to a point, a punishment
from BIU.
I suppose, because you are not getting some news from us, you are
thinking we are doing nothing for BikeTrial here. On the contrary, we
are doing so many things that we can´t get enough time to follow the
“BIU NEWS”, currently very extended and full of information. We are
defining a large list of purposes we hope to send you along this week,
because all delegates know them and we can discuss, reflect and
decide in Sonico, in order to apply the next year/season.
First of all, I would like to remark that I toke the post of BAC president
just at the beginning of the present year. First thing I decided to do,
was to make a board of 7 components, a group of 9 delegates and an
Honour Council with 10 people and 2 sporadic collaborators. A grand
total of 25 people connected with BAC matters, because I have a lot of
projects that only will be true with many people involved in it. In
Igualada R2 I will publicly introduce all of them and the Honour
Council will be recognized as they deserve.
All these projects specially run to give more seriousity and credibility
to BikeTrial. This will be the ground to improve the licenses number
(by the moment we´ve multiplied 2011 licenses by two) ,improve the
clubs and schools involved with us, get a “professional” judges staff
and race directors, making learning courses, listen all the suggestions
from people, improve our relation with the government, find new ways
in order to get more budget, improve our image, ...

All these things are actually running and some of them are bearing
fruit. Other ones we must to wait at least one year more, but I´m sure
that at the end of 2013 all the improvements will be visible. At the end
of this 2012, I wish to send to BIU, EBU and all delegates, a report with
all the measures applied and the results got, in order to apply in other
countries, if they agree.
We have a WBC round in Igualada, organized for the first time by a
professional enterprise, instead of a club as all the previous seasons.
This unique situation is giving us many positive things and some
negative, as the delay sending the information of the event, so I said
sorry, in spite of it was not my direct responsibility, because your visit
and our following was not enough to get they sent the info on time.
This delay, and I suppose previous experiences I don´t have
knowledge, seems have provoqued this kind of punishment to
Catalonia and BAC, not our BIU president being present in R2. Well,
you have the right and I must to respect your decision, but I would let
you know it won´t stop the great organization Ocisport is making and
all the projects started by BAC staff, only in the way to push forward
the quality of the Biketrial.
I´d like a lot to count on your support instead of your disapproval and
all the components of BAC staff get the support of the Biketrial
maximum responsible for their altruistic effort.
I don´t know if we´ll do the things enough well, but we have lots of
illusion to run all the questions in the best way. If it will be, all of us
will be happy, if things won´t go in the right way, won´t be necessary
anybody punish me, I´ll leave the post.
In any event, I´ll try to inform you accurately
Best regards
Josep Abant
Biketrial Associació Catalana
President
Dear Josep,
Thank for your mail. I have been waited your contact. It is very clear
that my absence for R1 and R2 is not punishment. Braking agreement
for 3 times is a first reason but then I had BIU budget problem and
also some of my rasons. Or I cannot have any reason never ever?
Why? My decision was made like that, but If you see the real, I have
been supporting all events as BIU always and I wish all events
success. You should realize it.
Valification about the event after finished is very important. I am
expecting to see how you will recover the section problem last year in
the results.
To out put all important matters are important for our communication
to know what is going on there and here. Please try if you need

understanding for both.
I am sure Marius and Radim will help your event with tehir best.
How is medals and jersey? I hope thet are oaky. Could you bring it to
Italy? Could you send me the invoice? I will prepare the payment.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro

QUESTION FROM FRANCE
Dear Hiro,
I received a new information about 2 riders
Mathias Milhau Entry 207 ... Bike is OZONYS 20" and not koxx...
Benjamin Breton Entry 208 is MINIME but he ride a bike OZONYS 26
"... and not koxx... for me it's a problem...no 26" in MINIME... OK???
best regards,
j-luc
Dear Jean-Luc,
Sorry but nothing can be changed after close the entry.
Group B cannot use 26".
Sincerely yours,
Hiro

BIU SONICO MEETING
Dear Hiro,
as I wrote you recently, I ask you to add some point in the next BIU
meeting in Sonico. I ask to all Delegates at the general assembly of
BikeTrial International Union Delegates in Sonico to consider, vote
and approval a new "decision-making" system.
1) The Committee:
Applies the democratic system.
Assembly of voters consists of: all enabled National Delegates, two
Riders who take part in the last two editions of WBC, one
representative of bike constructor of last WBC, one representative of
each Continental Union.
The Delegate is enabled only if he replied to last annual BIU Survey.
All members have the same right in vote.
Quorum: 1/3 of all enabled members.
2) Voting system:
Enabled members can vote during Committee meeting or via e-mail.
Each approved item must be signed by the President for subsequent
inclusion in the BIU Rules. If BIU President doesn't sign the new
proposal, General Secretary will reformulate the question and convene

a new vote session.
3) Right of initiative and discussion proposal:
Enabled member can propose topics any time. Any proposal must be
send to General Secretary. General Secretary organizes the voting
method and convene the Committee for the vote session. General
Secretary can't convene distrust vote towards President.
4) Execution:
Once a new rule is signed by the President, it's enforceable. The
organizer of BikeTrial Events will use the version of rules valid at the
moment of Event approvation by BIU.
Giuliano
Dear Hiro,
maybe is better make a specification about my last email. I know that
many parts of this concept is insert in BIU statute, but I think quorum
and “enable to vote” is very important thing. This is one point of
discussion in meeting not four. This is unique topic.
Best regards,
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,
(1) Committee
We organize BIU with democratic system. I do not know if we have
to change our system. May be you can try it in EBU first.
(2) Voting system
We take the vote by e-mail. Do we have problem in the way we do?
Why we should change like that?
(3) Right of initiative and discussion proposal:
As I wrote before, we have GS problem. We should find the person.
(4) Execution:
At the moment? As normally a new law takes the time for the
enforcement. We start new rules from the next year. Do you want to
change it? Why?
BIU meeting in Sonico, I will try to collect opinions and we will make
the discussion there. In case we have to cut some proposals for too
much, we will discuss and decide it there. We can discuss those
proposals together with people. But the decision by vote should be
done by our delegates and the one who has the letter of attorney (and
the continental union president?). It is my opinion.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,
send me please you detailed schedule time. I need it to reserve your
Hotel room, please.

As I say you I can provide to transport you from and to airport.
I wait your schedule time.
Thank you very much,
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,
I am going to send you my flight detail. Mr. Mishima will take different
airline but he will arrive and leave the same airport with very similar
time.
Flight in
31/July
Nagoya dep. LH-737 10:10
Frankfurt arr. 15:30
Frankfurt dep. LH-276 17:25
Milan (Lin) arr. 18:35
Flight out
07/August
Milan (Lin) dep. LH-271 10:35
Frankfurt arr. 12:05
Frankfurt dep. LH-736 14:10
Nagoya arr. 08:35 (08/August)
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
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